Evaluation of a portable fundus camera for use in the teleophthalmologic diagnosis of glaucoma.
The digital images of the optic disk from a portable fundus camera were evaluated for suitability in teleophthalmologic screening for glaucoma. Fifty-one eyes of 27 consecutive patients from our glaucoma clinic were dilated and photographed with a Zeiss FF retinal camera (Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) and a portable Nidek NM-100 (Nidek, Tokyo, Japan) fundus camera. Digital images from the portable fundus camera were digitized, compressed and stored in a Fujix DF-10M (Fuji, Tokyo, Japan) digitizer. Lossy compressed digital images and photographs from the Zeiss camera were presented separately in random order to three ophthalmologists for estimation of vertical cup:disk ratios (VCDR) and to evaluate image quality as good, acceptable, or unacceptable for screening glaucoma. Gold standard VCDRs were measured from monoscopic photographic slides obtained using the Zeiss camera by a fourth ophthalmologist. Measurement of agreement (Kappa values) between estimated VCDR of digital images and photographs by the three ophthalmologists were 0.52, 0.38, and 0.50 respectively. Agreement between gold standard and estimated VCDR from photographs were 0.87, 0.45, and 0.84 respectively (specificity between 79% and 97%, sensitivity between 70% and 95%). Kappa values obtained between gold standard and estimated VCDR from digital images were 0.52, 0.49, and 0.49, respectively (specificity between 68% and 79%, sensitivity between 67% and 87%. Moderate to good agreement indicates that the digital images from the portable fundus camera may be suitable for optic disk assessment in the current configuration. This easy to use Nidek hand-held camera could be a viable instrument for teleophthalmology if a better digitizing system is incorporated to improve the quality of the images.